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16 September 2016 

 

Dear  

 

PROVISION OF REQUESTED INFORMATION 

Thank you for your request for information about the welfare of ponies on Bodmin Moor 

which we received on 22 August 2016.  Your request has been handled under the 

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 2000. 

The information you requested and our response is detailed below: 
 
“I would like to request information under the Freedom of Information Act. 
 

 Since 2010 how many incidents of pony welfare on Bodmin Moor have been 
attended per Common, per month up to the present? 
 
The number of pony welfare incidents attended per year, per month by APHA is 
attached at Appendices 1 to 44. 
 
The number of incidents per common has been withheld under Section 38 of the 
Freedom of Information Act, please see below for further details. 

 

 How many routine visits have been made to check the welfare of Bodmin ponies on 
Bodmin Moor per Common, per month since 2010? 

 
All welfare visits regarding the Bodmin ponies are initiated by welfare intelligence 
and are not routine. 

 

 Please could you provide documents/reports/seizure papers related to these 
incidents.   
 
Please see attached at Appendices 1 to 44 the Welfare reports from 2010 to 22 
August 2016 (date of your request). 
 
Information has been redacted under Section 38, Section 40(2) and 40(3)(a)(i) of the 
Freedom of Information Act (2000). 



 

 

Section 38 refers to the exemption from the duty to provide information if it would, or 
would be likely to affect anyone’s health or safety. 
 
Public Interest Test for Section 38 
 
We recognise that there is a general presumption in favour of transparency and 
openness concerning our work, and providing the general public with the right to 
request access to information held by public authorities. 
 
We also recognise that there is a public interest in disclosure of this specific 
information in order to increase this transparency and aid well-informed debates 
concerning the welfare of the Bodmin Moor ponies, and the individuals associated 
with them. 
 
However, we feel that there is a stronger public interest in withholding the 
information as addresses, including the specific Moor would identify further 
information and would, or would be likely to, endanger the health and safety of staff 
or the public.  This poses a substantial risk to the health and safety of individuals 
associated with the ponies that would be of significant severity and is likely to occur 
in some cases.  We consider this to be a significant factor in favour of maintaining 
the exemption. 
 
APHA has balanced the real threat to the health and safety of individuals which 
disclosure of the requested information would be likely to cause, against the public 
interest arguments in favour of disclosure.  In this instance the APHA does not 
consider that disclosing the information requested in order to inform public debate 
and to promote accountability and transparency would justify the risk to individuals’ 
health and safety. 
 
Section 40(2) and 40(3)(a)(i) refers to other people’s personal information. Some of 
the information contained within the requested documents has been withheld under 
section 40(2) and 40(3)(a)(i) (third party personal data) of the FOIA as the 
information constitutes personal data relating to a third party.  Section 40(2) and 
40(3)(a)(i) of the FOIA provides that personal data relating to third parties is exempt 
information if disclosure would breach the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA). This is 
an absolute exemption and does not require a Public Interest Test. 
 
APHA consider that disclosure of this information is likely to breach the first data 
protection principle in Schedule 1 of the DPA, which relates to the fair and lawful 
processing of personal data, in two ways.  First, disclosure would not constitute ‘fair’ 
processing of the personal data, second, disclosure would not satisfy any of the 
conditions for data processing set out in Schedule 2 to the DPA. Therefore, we have 
concluded that this information is exempt from disclosure under section 40(2) of the 
FOIA. 
 



 

 

The papers which relate to seizures are not held by APHA as we serve no such 
documents. 

 

 Is similar information available prior to 2010? 
 

Yes. 
 

 Does APHA have an allocated budget to cover welfare of ponies on Bodmin 
Moor?  How much do APHA estimate it costs to cover Bodmin pony welfare, per 
year since 2010?” 
 
APHA does not have an allocated budget to cover the welfare of the ponies on 
Bodmin Moor. 

Information disclosed in response to this FOI request is releasable to the public. In 

keeping with the spirit and effect of the FOI Act and the government’s Transparency 

Agenda, this letter and the information disclosed to you may be placed on GOV.UK, 

together with any related information that will provide a key to its wider context. No 

information identifying you will be placed on the GOV.UK website. 

I attach an Annex which explains the copyright that applies to the information being 

released to you and contact details should you be unhappy with the service you have 

received. 

If you have any queries about this letter, please contact the Access to Information Team 

at the email address below or postal address at the top of this letter. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

ACCESS TO INFORMATION TEAM 

Email:  enquiries@apha.gsi.gov.uk 

mailto:enquiries@apha.gsi.gov.uk


 

 

Annex 

 

Copyright 
The information supplied to you is Crown copyright, unless otherwise stated, and is 
protected by the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.  You are free to use it for 
your own purposes, and for the purposes of news reporting. You can find details on the 
arrangements for re-using Crown copyright information at: 

 http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/open-government-
licence.htm 

Information you receive which is not subject to Crown Copyright continues to be 
protected by the copyright of the person, or organisation, from which the information 
originated.  You must ensure that you gain their permission before reproducing any third 
party (non Crown Copyright) information.  

Complaints 
If you are unhappy with the result of your request for information you may request an 
internal review within 40 working days of the date of this letter.  
 
If you wish to request an internal review, please contact: The Access to Information 
Team at enquiries@apha.gsi.gov.uk or at the postal address at the top of this letter, 
who will arrange for an internal review of your case.   
 
If you are not content with the outcome of the internal review, you have the right to 
apply directly to the Information Commissioner for a decision.  Please note that 
generally the Information Commissioner cannot make a decision unless you have first 
exhausted APHA’s own complaints procedure.  The Information Commissioner can be 
contacted at: 
 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane 
Wilmslow 
Cheshire 
SK9 5AF 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/open-government-licence.htm
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/open-government-licence.htm
mailto:enquiries@apha.gsi.gov.uk
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AWF01 (Rev. 03/13)              PROTECT - Personal 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 
Scottish Government 
Welsh Government 
 

 
 

 Initial Date 

Assessment             

US resolved             

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report Further Action             
 

 

General details (see Guidance Notes at the end of the form) 
    

1. County Parish Holding (CPH) number None 2. Date of Visit 09.04.14 
    

3. Name and address Customer Ref  
Bodmin Moor Commoners 

 Postcode       
    

4. Location of animals 
(if different from above) 

 

 Postcode       
    

5. Category F 6. Visit Type T 
    

7. Visit sub type (Targeted only) P 8. Target date       
    

9. Is the owner a claimant? If so then consider if XC forms should be completed. 
 

10 & 11. List enterprises which were inspected at this visit and record details of any non-compliance in the 
appropriate section overleaf. 
     

Enterprise Type 
No of animals 

present 
No of animals 

inspected 

No of animals on 
which action was 

taken 

A B C D Overall 
assessment for 

enterprise (if any C or 

Ds are recorded here, 
details must be supplied 

overleaf) 

HO 39 39 4 C 
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AWF01 (Rev. 03/13)              PROTECT - Personal 

12. Welfare Compliance Levels: 
Record further information including details of any non compliant enterprise 

Record the enterprise code and the ABCD score for each enterprise for each issue 

Record overall A 
B C or D score 
for each issue 

         

Enterprise Codes HO                                           
         

Staffing STF C                                           

Inspection INS                                                 

Disease treatment DIS C                                           

Records REC                                                 

Housing HOU                                                 

Environment ENV A                                           

Equipment EQP                                                 

Freedom of Movement A                                           

Feed and Water FDW C                                           

Mutilations MUT                                                 

Breeding Procedures 
BRE 

C                                           

Overall Inspection A B C 
D Score 

C                                           

 

13. Action PENDING 

  

14. Further action  BMICC  to arrange for 4 ponies to be removed 

  

15. Date Unnecessary 
Suffering resolved (if 
applicable) 

      
How was 
Unnecessary 
Suffering resolved? 

      

  

16. Assurance Schemes NONE 

 

Inspectors 
Signature 

 Date 09.04.14 

    

Name in BLOCK 
LETTERS 

 Grade VO 

     

AHVLA office TRURO 
M/F 

Mark forward 
for ‘C’ score: 

TBA 

   

 
 

Mark forward 
for ‘D’ score: 

      

   
 

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE 

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of 
relevant personal data processed by the Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of 
the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this 
information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any unwarranted 
breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998. 



AWF01 (Rev. 03/13)              PROTECT - Personal 

 

‘C’ risk score 
assessment 

High Medium Low NB. Mark Forward must be set for C & D scores, 
follow up visit must be done before the MF date 

       X       
 

Summary information detailing farming type and overall management together with the reason for visit, summary of 
findings, description of decisions and actions taken with reasons 
 

Detail letters sent, notices served and other action regarding any identified non compliances  
 

Give mark forward date with justification 
 

If the farmer is a claimant but XC reports are not submitted you must record sufficient detail of any non compliance 
here and in the appropriate sections above to allow you or a colleague to identify the problem if a XC inspection 
takes place in future. 
 

Use additional pages if necessary to record findings. 

Manuscript/Report and additional comments 

Visit with  AHO  &  BMICC & AHVLA landrover 
  
Previously about 60 reported but only 39 seen on this survey over extensive area. The majority were on  

. 
 
4 far too thin  to arrange removal. 
None good. Many borderline. Some acceptable. Stallions present and majority of mares appear to be in foal. A 
number of yearlings. 
 
Our presence noted within very short time! 
 
Look into cost of worming all ponies.  to fund. 

 
 

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government 

 

For AHVLA office use only – HM3 

Signature
: 

 WS No:  Location No:  1
st
 RD Ret 

     

Date  Unit No:  Facility No:  2
nd

 CL Enc 
 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 4 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:55 13:15 03:20

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 03:20

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

23-Jul-14

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Concern about large numbers of ponies +300 & some deaths reported by . In fact numbers as usual although too high as 

always for this moor. One pony with  brand to be followed up by  BMICC . Far too many stallions & 

entire colts as usual.

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

22/07/2014

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
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AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach No

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:50 14:10 04:20

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 04:20

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

23-Jul-14

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

C1078159

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management  but at this time of the year all horses in good condition following a good Summer. 

As usual most of the mares look to be in foal & many have last year's foals with them. Apparently >150 horses a week ago. Now 

only 42 but 100 have appeared on  thought to have been driven across from . 

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

11/12/2014

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
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Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 22/07/2014 22/07/2014

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 174

Inspected: 174

Actioned: 174

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW B

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

C11-Dec-14

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management  but at this time of the year all horses in good condition following a good Summer. As usual most of the mares look to be in 

foal & many have last year's foals with them. Apparently >150 horses a week ago. Now only 42 but 100 have appeared on  thought to have been driven across 

from . 

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Grazing OK so far & stock going into Winter in good condition

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

42

42

42

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:40 13:40 04:00

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 04:00

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

13/01/2015

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. As usual most of the mares look to be in foal & many have last year's foals with 

them. Many mares sucking last year's foals are borderline body condiiton only just 0 or below. Concerns that they will 

inevitably worsen. Some groups appear settled and are of similar breed/size. Others dispersed groups, mixed sizes which is of 

concern and many stallions present & many large stallions are with small shetland type mares.

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

13-Jan-15
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Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 22/07/2014 22/07/2014

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 174

Inspected: 174

Actioned: 174

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW B

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Mares suckling last year's foals are now borderline and will deteriorate

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management & no supplmentary feeding. Grazing getting poor

Horses
Overall:

C13-Jan-15



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

139

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover, large stallions with small shetland type mares

139

139



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:20 12:50 03:30

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 03:30

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

11/02/2015

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Problems limited to Goonzion. One emaciated mare taken off under Vet Cert last 

week died. 40 ponies seen on Goonzion. Very poor grazing. No supplementary feed. 2 bay mares suckling last year's foals BCS 

1.0. Vet Certs sent to J Dowton to arrange removal

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm 10.03.15

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

11-Feb-15

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 28



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 11/12/2014

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 106

Inspected: 106

Actioned: 4

STF B

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplementary feed. Very poor grazing. Mares suckling foals & pregnant. Not being fed to need.

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Mares suckling last year's foals & in foal again. Stallions in each group. 40 ponies on   2 . 

 17 ponies . OK. 

Horses
Overall:

C11-Dec-14



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

4

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

106

106



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:20 14:15 04:55

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 04:55

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

20/03/2015

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Report from RSPCA & public about very poor ponies by . 2 mares 

plus 2 last year's foal . 4x Vet Certs given to  to arrange removal (done 21.03.15). Grazing very poor. Huge 

numbers  as well as  & ponies.

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

11-Feb-15

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 29



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 20/03/2015

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 38

Inspected: 38

Actioned: 4

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplementary feed. Very poor grazing. Mares suckling foals & pregnant. Not being fed to need. No action taken over very por BCS. All deny ownership!

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Mares suckling last year's foals & in foal again. Stallions in each group. Particular problem with group of 4 @  

: 2 grey mares One yearling .  yearling  & weak. Vet Cert x 4. Removed by  next day. Also concerns about other near  & 

.

Horses
Overall:

C20-Mar-15



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

4

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

38

38



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:20 15:35 06:15

VO 10:25 14:45 04:20

00:00

00:00

Total: 10:35

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

13-Apr-15

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Grazing very poor. No Supplementary feed. 20 on  7 on l 10 @ 

 7 on  no action. 20 on  including emaciated mare & small foal. 17 @  including emaciated 

chestnut with older foal. 25 @ including weak & emaciated young brown male & emaciated chestnut mare. Vet Certs for 

these. Ponies removed 10th & 12th April.

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

09/04/2015

10/04/2015

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 30



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 09/04/2015

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: D

Present: 100

Inspected: 100

Actioned: 6

STF C

INS C

DIS D

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW D

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date: 12/04/2015

Clear Up Reason: 3RDPARTY



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

D09-Apr-15

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Mares suckling last year's foals & in foal again. Stallions in each group. Main concern emaciated roan mare with oyung foal 

, emaciated chestnut @  with older foal, emaciated & weak brown young male & emaciated mare @ . Others . Vet Certs for all 6. 3 

removed 10th & 3 on 12th April organised by  BMICC 

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. The animals removed required urgent vet attention for emaciated weakened state. This was done when removed to 

sanctuary homes.

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplementary feed. Very poor grazing. Mares suckling foals & pregnant. Not being fed to need. No action taken over very por BCS. All deny ownership!

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

100

100

6

Follow up Visit

12/04/2015 Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
3RDPARTY No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

Tech 12:00 14:00 02:00

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 02:00

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

15-Apr-15

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

- 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Grazing very poor. No supplementary feed.

I saw a group of five ponies near the  at the base of  just outside . Two had a  

 Photographs were taken for identification. Another two were at the summit of , one of which was  photos 

taken for identification.

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

15/04/2015

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 31



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 09/04/2015

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: D

Present: 100

Inspected: 100

Actioned: 6

STF C

INS C

DIS D

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW D

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date: 12/04/2015

Clear Up Reason: 3RDPARTY



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

C15-Apr-15

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Mares suckling last year's foals & in foal again. 

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

The moor is overgrazed and the ponies are not being fed to meet their physical needs.

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

7

7

3

Follow up Visit

The three ponies in question were borderline BCS 1.5 no urgent action required but a follow up visit will be needed to monitor their condition.

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:15 15:00 05:45

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 05:45

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

01-May-15

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

l  

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Mares thin/emaciated & some deaths previously.

Only   checked. 40 ponies seen including one 

On  120+ ponies seen by  28.04.15 of which 8 very poor . none of these seen at this visit 

although whole area covered. 66 ponies seen of which 2 . Within 1/2 hour of us leaving previously seen ponies moved 

back onto moor.  to go out again 1st May

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

29/04/2015

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 32



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 11/12/2014

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 106

Inspected: 106

Actioned: 106

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

C29-Apr-15

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management  . Too many stallions. No responsibility for starving/diseased ponies.

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Many <BCS1.5. Mares particulary poor as pregnant &/or suckling foals. 

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

106

106

106

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 10:00 11:20 01:20

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 01:20

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

12/05/2015

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. Visit with  BMICC & . Follow up from visit earlier in season where some ponies were 

identified for monitoring. 20 on  including 5 young foals. Only one mare poor . Should improve with 

grass growth etc. & will be monitored. Evidence of forage at numerous sites on the ground. 25 on  OK.

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

12-May-15

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 33



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 12/05/2015

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: B

Present: 45

Inspected: 45

Actioned: 0

STF B

INS B

DIS B

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW B

MUT B



BRE B

No Action

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

One mare ~BCS1.5. but others acceptable.

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. Previous concerns about condition of some of the ponies but they are in far better condition than other moorland areas & grass growing. On both 

areas ponies were in herds rather than random small groups

Horses
Overall:

B12-May-15



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

0

No Action

Mares with foals generally looking OK

45

45



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:15 12:15 03:00

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 03:00

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

11/06/2015

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Previous reports of very thin mares, some removed under AWA06 Vet Certs & & 

some deaths

Recent complaint about 2 very thin/emaciated mares with foals at foot in  region

These 2 mares far too thin with . However they are improving and are being monitoried by a local resident. Agreed 

that in order to prioritise the few homes available for the emergency cases these will remain on the moor unless they 

deteriorate.

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

11-Jun-15

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 34



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 11/06/2015

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 95

Inspected: 95

Actioned: 95

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

At least 2 mares <BCS1.5. 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management  . Too many stallions. No responsibility for starving/diseased ponies.Mares now suckling foals & have last years' foals with 

them & being harried by stallions. 

Horses
Overall:

C11-Jun-15



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

95

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

95

95



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach No

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 08:50 14:35 05:45

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 05:45

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

15-Jan-16

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. Report of light chestnut mare with thin roan foal not found. Report of thin ponies at Darite end. No 

immediate concerns at this visit but will conitnue to monitor.

Targeted Visit To Ensure Welfare Legislation Is Complied With At Farm TBA

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

14/01/2016

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 35



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 14/01/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 73

Inspected: 73

Actioned: 0

STF B

INS B

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW B

MUT B



BRE B

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

C14-Jan-16

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not provable.  believed to be the main owners. Reduction in numbers from previous reports & visits but known to fluctuate widely and rapidly. 

On this occasion all ponies seen appearedd to be acceptable but no supplementary feed or general care so could deteriorate in coming weeks/months. Ongoing concern 

for mares in foal

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Brown colt foal white star near lame RF. No swelling obvious.  BMCC to contact  to ensure treated. From past history none will be 

wormed as necessary

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplemenatry feed. Holding condition at present

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

On this occasion no new foals yet 

73

73

0

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:45 15:50 06:05

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 06:05

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

28/01/2016

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. Grazing OK but some worryingly thin mares. 183 total which is high. 3 identified to 

come off asap. Others to be carefully watched for deterioration especialy E side of Ridge.

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

01-May-15

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 36



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 28/01/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 183

Inspected: 183

Actioned: 183

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

A number of mares particulary poor as pregnant &/or suckling foals. 2 seen as  Many other borderline

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. Skewbald yealring seen with grossly deformed o/g hoof LF

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Almost full set of bones of adult horse on boundary stone line. Fairly recent carcase of yearling in

Horses
Overall:

C28-Jan-16



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

183

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

183

183



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:30 15:40 06:10

VO 09:30 18:15 08:45

00:00

00:00

Total: 14:55

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

09-Mar-16

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. 131 counted on 02.03.16 of which a number identified as  & needing 

urgent action. On 04.03.16 3 shot (one on moor, 2 after coming off) 4 rehomed under  & 4 brought in but allowed to 

escape 06.03.16 whilst loading. At least 3 others very poor could not be taken off. Multi-agency operation with Police RSPCA & 

BMCC both days &3   staff on the 4th.

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

02/03/2016

04/03/2016

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 37



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 28/01/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 183

Inspected: 183

Actioned: 183

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

D04-Mar-16

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Too many stallions. This mares & yearlings. Carcase found at bottom of gulley by  carcases burial site at 

top of gulley. Yearling carcase previously dragged off the .

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

1 went down on  2 others went down after brought in. All shot. 

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

131

131

131

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

Tech 10:00 13:00 03:00

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 03:00

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

11-Apr-16

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Visited with Mrs Young (complainant) Owners not known. No care or management.  22 ponies seen on Goonzion. Very poor 

grazing. No supplementary feed. 1 in-foal grey mare suckling last year's foal BCS 1-1.5, 1 brown/white two year old BCS 1-1.5, 5 

others with BCS 1.5-2. 

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

06/04/2016

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 38



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 06/04/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 22

Inspected: 22

Actioned: 0

STF B

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

C06-Apr-16

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Mares suckling last year's foals & in foal again. 1 Stallion seen 22 ponies on 

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No evidence of supplementary feed however anecdotal information suggest one group of ponies being given scraps from nearby house. Very poor grazing. Mares 

suckling foals & pregnant. Not being fed to need.

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Young females with entire male, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

22

22

0

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 2 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:40 20:20 10:40

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 10:40

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

08-Apr-16

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Multi-agency operation with BMCC & Landowners, Redwings, WHW, RSPCA, Shires Holt & Police. 23 ponies removed of which 

one euthanased due to chrnic limb distortion. The rest will be rehomed. At least 4 others identified as requiring urgent attention 

unable to round up. 

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

07/04/2016

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 39



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 07/04/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: D

Present: 100

Inspected: 100

Actioned: 100

STF C

INS C

DIS D

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW D

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

D07-Apr-16

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Too many stallions. High percentage thin. Numerous carcases.

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. Skewbald yearling with chrnically deformed left limb euthanased with pentobarb

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

23 ponies removed which were BCS 0.5-1.5

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

100

100

100

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Initial No. of Previous Visits 0 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 08:50 15:10 06:20

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 06:20

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

15/04/2016

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. No care or management. .  plus one grey mare down 

emaciated shot.  in open field below .

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm 21.04.16

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

  

 

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

19-Apr-16

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 40



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 15/04/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: D

Present: 58

Inspected: 58

Actioned: 8

STF D

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW D

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Emaciated. No supplementary feed

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. 

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management.  29 of which grey mare skewbald youngster . : 27 of which grey skewbald & 2 small bays 

0 & emacited grey mare down & shot by at my request. : bay mare  with bay foal.

Horses
Overall:

D15-Apr-16



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

8

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

58

58



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 1 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:10 16:55 07:45

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 07:45

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

27/04/2016

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. ~80 total . Nothing . 21 removed as too thin: 19 to 

local resident, 2 & 3 to local graziers fields to be held until removed for rehoming. 

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm TBA

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

t 

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

04-May-16

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 41



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplemenatry feed. Many in very poor condition

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

All will be full of worms & untreated

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not provable.No supplementary feed. Some very thin ponies including mares in foal or with baby foals.  aware but calim not owners. Also 

claim not that bad!

Horses
Overall:

C27-Apr-16



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

21

Follow up Visit

Too many stallions. Mares in foal whilst still suckling

80

80



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 27/04/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 80

Inspected: 80

Actioned: 21

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 2 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:15 13:25 04:10

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 04:10

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

04-May-16

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Owners not known. 8 taken from  & transported to in . 3 turned abck onto moor as not critical. 8 

awaiting transport to 

Follow Up Inspection Following An Incidence Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm TBA

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

04/05/2016

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 42



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 27/04/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: C

Present: 21

Inspected: 21

Actioned: 21

STF C

INS C

DIS C

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

C04-May-16

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not provable.No supplementary feed. Some very thin ponies including mares in foal or with baby foals.  aware but calim not owners. Also 

claim not that bad!

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

All will be full of worms & untreated

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplemenatry feed. Many in very poor condition. Have been fed since taken off moor 27.04.16

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Too many stallions. Mares in foal whilst still suckling

21

21

21

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 3 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:30 15:20 05:50

00:00

00:00

00:00

Total: 05:50

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14) PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

03-Jun-16

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Visit with  BMCC &  AHO & landrover. 2 previously reported grey mares in  not found. 

Numbers high at 172. New ponies have appeared since last visit. Some  and a couple  but no really poor ones. Burial 

site located from approved disposal of 17 pony carcases 29.05.16. No pony carcases seen on moor. LA & Defra & SW Vet Leads 

informed

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

02/06/2016

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 43



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 02/06/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: D

Present: 172

Inspected: 172

Actioned: 172

STF C

INS C

DIS D

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

Horses
Overall:

D02-Jun-16

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Too many stallions. 

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

Score

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplementray feed

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

172

172

172

Follow up Visit

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 



EMI?
EMI Referral 

to Vet?
Is Subsidy Claimant? No WS-ID: 

Visit Status Follow Up No. of Previous Visits 4 Recurring Breach Yes

Visit Type M/F for follow up (if required)  

Name:

Address:

      

Subsidiary Premises Enter subsidiary premises here if applicable

Inspection Information

Inspector Name Role
Time on

(hh:mm)

Time off

(hh:mm)

Duration

(auto)

VO 09:30 16:50 07:20

VO 07:55 12:45 04:50

00:00

00:00

Total: 12:10

Enterprise Types

Select an Enterprise Type

Description Code Add the worksheets you need by pressing the buttons

Horses HO See the Guidance Notes for more information

Other: Additional 

Information

Inspector's Declaration

Signature: Date:

Name in

BLOCK letters:

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE

AWF02 (Rev. 05/14)

Farm Animal Welfare Inspection Report

Including Statutory Management Requirements Check List
(Please refer to Inspector Guidance Table and Explanatory Notes for further details)

Date

(dd/mm/yyyy)

16/06/2016

17/06/2016

Bodmin Moor Commoners

Visit Details:

Comments / General Information: 

Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Scottish Government

Welsh Government

Customer Details:

Visit with  BMCC & RSPCA Insp  & ,  &  AHOs & landrover on 

16th &  &  plus   & Redwings on 17th. 14 ponies removed (plus one recent 

carcase). 7 to Redwings. 7 to Bolenowe.

Investigate Complaints or Allegations Of Welfare Non-Compliance on Farm

Cross Compliance 

inspection?

Please enter the dates and times of the inspection covered by this document

 

Bodmin Moor

Claim Reference No.

(CRN, SBI, BRN) :
None CPH:       None

Please enter subsidiary CPHs separated by 

commas:

PROTECT-PERSONAL

The answers to the following questions may be drawn from the information provided by the keeper or owner, or may have been inferred from records, conditions of animals and premises seen on the 

day of inspection. In all cases where direct evidence is not available, the answer is the considered opinion of the inspecting officer.

Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Government and the Food Standards Agency are data controllers in common in respect of relevant personal data processed by the 

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). For the purposes and usage of the data and the data sharing arrangements, please see the full Data Protection 

Statement on the AHVLA website. A hard copy of this information can be provided if required; please contact your local AHVLA Office/Laboratory. AHVLA will not permit any 

unwarranted breach of confidentiality or act in contravention of their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency is an Executive Agency of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs working across Great Britain on behalf of 

Defra, the Scottish Government and Welsh Government

03-Jun-16

M311924
Text Box
APPENDIX 44



Inspection Summary

Date:

Enterprise Type:

Enterprise Score:

Present:

Inspected:

Actioned:

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:

Farm (not XC) inspections

Date: 16/06/2016

Enterprise Type: Horses

Enterprise Score: D

Present: 149

Inspected: 149

Actioned: 14

STF C

INS C

DIS D

REC N/I

HOU N/A

ENV B

EQP

FMV A

FDW C

MUT B



BRE C

Follow up Visit

Clear Up Date:

Clear Up Reason:



WELFARE OF ALL FARM ANIMALS Enterprise:  

Visit Date: >>

1. STAFFING (Euro ref:98/58 STF)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

2.INSPECTION (Euro ref:98/58 INS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

3. ANIMAL CARE(Euro ref:98/58 DIS)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

4. KEEPING RECORDS(Euro ref:98/58 REC)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

5. ACCOMMODATION/BUILDINGS (Euro ref:98/58 HOU)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

6. ENVIRONMENT (Euro ref:98/58 ENV)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

If there is no automatic or mechanical equipment on farm 

please tick this box and proceed on section 8 A B C D N/I N/A

8. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT (Euro ref:98/58 FMV)
A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

10.MUTILATIONS (Euro ref:98/58 MUT)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11. BREEDING PROCEDURES (Euro ref:98/58 BRE)

A B C D N/I N/A

Overall Score X >>

11.1 Is there any evidence that breeding or artificial breeding procedures are likely to cause or have caused suffering or injury to animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

10.5 (Pigs Only)  Have pigs been castrated?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

Score

10.1 Has a mutilation been carried out that is deemed un-necessary?

10.2 Is there any evidence of an un-lawful mutilation having been carried out on farm?

10.3 (Pigs only) Have pigs had teeth clipped?

10.4 (Pigs Only) Have pigs’ tails been docked?

9.4 Do animals have adequate access to a suitable water supply or able to satisfy fluid intake by other means?

9.5 Is feeding and watering equipment designed and built so as to minimise contamination and the harmful effects of competition?

9.6 To the best of your knowledge has any treatment been administered to animals that is not licensed or unacceptable therapy? (breach also SMR 11)

Please comment and justify any breaches 

No supplementray feed

9. FEED, WATER AND OTHER SUBSTANCES (Euro ref:98/58 FDW) Score

9.1 Are animals being fed at least once per day? (check for overgrazing GAEC 9)

9.2 Are they being fed to meet their physical needs?

9.3 Have animals been provided with a food/liquid that may cause un-necessary suffering or injury

8.1 Are animals restricted in movement causing them unnecessary suffering or injury? (Laying hens use WOFAR 2002, see specifics SMR 16 calves & SMR 17 pigs)

8.2 If tethered or confined is there sufficient space to avoid UPUD?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

7. EQUIPMENT  AUTOMATIC OR MECHANICAL(Euro ref:98/58 EQP) Score

6.3 Are animals (kept outside) protected, when necessary and possible, from adverse weather conditions, predators & other risks to health?

6.4 Do animals have access to a well drained lying area? (Animals kept outside must have access to a well drained lying area). Please note - Failure to provide housed animals with dry 

bedding or litter or a well drained area for resting cannot be recorded under this section.

6.5 Do neonatal animals have sufficient heat and or bedding to avoid hypothermia?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

6.1 Is there evidence of harm to animals caused by the effect of air humidity, dust levels and gas concentrations of animals kept in buildings?

6.2 Is there sufficient natural or artificial lighting to meet the animals biological needs of animals kept in buildings?

Score

5.1 Are there any harmful materials used in accommodation construction?

5.2 Are materials capable of being thoroughly cleaned and disinfected?

5.3 Are there any sharp edges or protrusions likely to cause injury?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

4.1 Are there medicine records which are complete and available for previous 3 years for which a breach has not previously been recorded?

4.2 Is the number of deaths found at each inspection recorded and are there records for previous 3 years?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Score

3.1 Are sick animals suitably cared for and where necessary getting veterinary advice?

3.2 Is accommodation for sick and injured animals suitable for purpose?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

From past history none will be wormed as necessary. Many very thin/emaciated. Mare recently dead. 14 removed to for rehoming to Redwings & Bolenowe

Score

2.1 Is frequency of inspection acceptable?

2.2 Is there sufficient lighting to undertake inspections?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

I suspect they are not inspected at all

Score

1.1 Are there sufficient staff to prevent welfare issues?

1.2 Does the stockperson have the knowledge and professional skills to look after the animals?

Please comment and justify any breaches 

Owners not known. No care or management. Too many stallions. 

Horses
Overall:

D16-Jun-16



No of animals Present If not all animals inspected, select reason:

No of animals inspected

No of animals on which action was taken

Actions Taken

Clear Up Date

Clear Up Reason

Is this page for a re-inspection of animals that have already been 

inspected as part of an ongoing XC inspection?

(See guidance notes for more information)
No

Please comment and justify any breaches 

14

Follow up Visit

Far too many entire males, young females with entire males, mares constantly getting back in foal without time to recover

149

149
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